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Abstract
Although there are widely known solutions for dataflow-dominated resource constrained high-level
synthesis (HLS) problems, optimization of hardware resources under time-constraints in control-
intensive systems is still a challenge. This paper examines the case when functional pipelining
is used to increase the throughput of the system. The traditional concept of mutually exclusive
conditional branches must be dropped and new methods are needed to exploit the resource sharing
possibilities of conditional branches. We developed new methodologies able to exploit the resource
sharing possibilities under these circumstances and extended the two schedulers and the allocation
module of the HLS tool PIPE to handle arbitrarily nested conditional structures and demonstrated
the improved resource utilization on control-intensive benchmarks.
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1. Introduction
As hardware design becomes even more complex and time-to-market constraints
grow, there is a strong motivation for high-level-synthesis methodologies. HLS
should be able to equally handle dataflow-dominated and control-intensive designs.
There are efficient algorithms and tools (also covering a wide-range of special
cases like multicycle operations, operation chaining, functional pipelining etc.) in
[2, 9, 5, 16], but there is still a need for new solutions in the latter area.
Mostly the resource-constrained design problem is considered. Although less
frequently analysed, the time-constrained model is very useful in the early stage of
the system design where behavioral timing requirements are already known but
few information of the resources are available. The HLS tool PIPE [2] developed
at our department is one of the few tools working in time-constrained model.
The ever-growing speed requirements to special purpose hardware circuits
increased the significance of pipeline architectures. Pipeline operation is useful if a
large amount of data has to be processed with the same algorithm and inter-iteration
dependencies are not present. Examples include image processing, cryptographic
applications, medical devices. This paper deals with the control-intensive HLS
problem in the case of functional pipelining.
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Related articles in the field of control-intensive HLS can be categorized as
exact methods [6, 23] and heuristics [24, 3, 18]. There are several optimization
techniques mainly in the scheduling phase of HLS. A good survey can be found
in [15]. We mention some of them without the intention of an exhaustive list:
code-motion techniques moving operations in and out of conditionals [11], specu-
lative execution [10, 24], conditional resource sharing detection [14, 23, 25], node
duplication [24], lazy execution transformation [7], false-path elimination [15],
optimization according to the probabilistic distribution of the input values [4]. An-
other research direction aims at optimizing the underlying control structure or, vice
versa, the control structure implies further constraints on the scheduling [7, 13].
Another approach beside HLS dealing with parallelization techniques is rep-
resented by the ILP (Instruction Level Parallelism) community. In most cases a
concrete target architecture is selected (e.g. superscalar or VLIW processors),
hence the majority of papers deal again with the resource-constrained schedul-
ing problem. Similar techniques have been developed in this field as well, like
code–motion [8], loop–pipelining [20, 12] or branch probability prediction [26].
These techniques aim at executing many operations as soon as possible (respecting
the resource constraints) to reduce the latency of the system. In time–constrained
model, on the other hand, one should rather distribute the operations uniformly in
every control step to get minimal resource usage.
There are several representations of the control-intensive design problem, the
most commonly used are the variants of the CDFG (Control and Data Flow Graph)
[17, 4], however, new guard-based representations are emerging [15, 23] claiming
that this representation can avoid the drawbacks of syntactic variance in the input
description.
The basic concept of resource sharing in a control-dominated problem in-
stance is based on the mutual exclusiveness of the two branches of a conditional
[6, 25]. However, if the system is used in pipeline mode to achieve higher through-
put, this principle is hurt, hence traditional approaches fail. It is possible that
with the first piece of data the left branch of a conditional, while with the second
piece of data the right branch of the same conditional is active at the same time,
hence they are not mutual exclusive. There are only few papers handling pipeline
processing in control-intensive problems. [23] is one of the exceptions; it presents
a theoretical calculation of mutual exclusivity in loop-intensive problems using a
complicated guard mechanism for the detection. However, it also examines the
resource-constrained problem. Our model, on the contrary, is time-constrained
and is much simpler and it is not only theoretical but a tool that has proven its
applicability.
PIPE automates the HLS process from C to VHDL. It operates on a CDFG-
like data structure detailed in Section 2. In the design of PIPE the support of
pipeline processing from the beginning of the design was one of the most important
goals. Now we extend it to manage conditional branches in the same philosophy.
The former version handles conditional branches in the most pessimistic way: it
produces a circuit that would be able to execute both branches at any time and no
resource-sharing is applied.
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Although the two branches are not completely mutually exclusive, but de-
pending on the value of the restart time (i.e. the frequency of giving new input to
the system) there are pairs of operations that are mutual exclusive and can be allo-
cated to the same processor. (An example follows in Section 2.) These pairs can
be detected without assuming anything about the branch probabilities. Beside the
detection mechanism, our main contribution is to improve the two schedulers and
the allocation module of PIPE to take advantage of these resource-sharing possi-
bilities.
Note that the aim of this paper is neither to compete with advanced code-
motion techniques available in the literature nor to use a special representation.
We only focus on the issues following from the pipeline processing; the above
techniques are orthogonal to that and might be combined with ours.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic concepts
of our model, the structure of the HLS tool PIPE. Section 3 describes the new
scheduling and allocation algorithms and the extension of PIPE in detail. The
experimental results comparing the former PIPE with the updated one follow in
Section 4, while Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Background
To represent conditional information we use a CDFG variant. Besides the usual
nodes representing data-transformation operations (elementary operations, EO)
and usual edges representing data-dependencies some special control nodes and
control edges are introduced to identify the nested structure of conditional branches.
The control nodes have no real operation on data. The beginning of a conditional
branch is marked with a special fork node. For the sake of simplicity of our al-
gorithms we divided this node into two, namely forkR and forkL identifying the
right and the left branch of the conditional, respectively. As input they receive the
output of the evaluated condition corresponding to this conditional and they decide
whether to be active or not. The fork nodes are connected to the first operations of
their conditional branch through special control edges. An active fork sends a start
signal to its successors through these control edges. The fork operation has zero
execution time, and it will not be allocated into physical processors.
The end of the conditional branch is represented by a join node. If e.g. vari-
able x can be modified in a conditional branch, the value of x will depend on that
conditional. The task of the join operation is to select the appropriate value depend-
ing on the branch that has been really executed. If there are k variables that can be
modified in either of the branches of the conditional, the join operation will have
2k + 1 input signals: the data signals for each variable (one for the left branch and
another for the right branch) and the control information of the executed branch
through a control edge. Fig. 1 shows an example.
In the time-constrained model the goal of the design is to minimize the total
cost of utilized resources. Beside the CDFG two other parameters are given as
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input describing the time requirements of the system. The latency of the system,
denoted by L , is the time the system requires to execute an iteration. The more
important time property is the restart time (or initiation interval) of the system,
denoted by R, which specifies how frequently a new input is fed into the system.
If R < L , we talk about functional pipelining, i.e. the system is working on more
than one input data at the same time. There is a minimal valid latency determined
by the sum of the execution times on the longest path of the CDFG. The actual
throughput of the system is determined by R, hence a decrease in R might be
compensated by a small increase in L .
PIPE automates the whole HLS process starting from the C until structural
VHDL code. Separate modules are responsible for the different tasks of HLS,
therefore it is easy to improve a subtask by replacing the corresponding module.
The most important modules of PIPE are the following:
Restart. This module makes transformations on the CDFG to make the desired
restart time possible. It inserts buffers and replicates operations in an optimal
way. See [2] for more details.
Scheduling. This module aims at finding the starting time of each operation. The
quality of the final output is highly dependent on the used scheduling algo-
rithm. Two different scheduler modules can be plugged into PIPE, the first
one is a force-directed scheduler [21, 22] the second is a genetic scheduler
[1]. Both schedulers have been extended to handle conditional branches, see
Section 3 for details.
Allocation.1 The scheduled operations are allocated to physical processors. There
is a mapping between operations and available processor types. An unlim-
ited number of processors are assumed in each type, and the goal is to use a
minimal-cost set of them. The allocation unit uses a first-fit heuristic. This
module has also been extended to take advantage of the conditional branches
(Section 3).
Let us consider the example in Fig. 1 which demonstrates the used notions
and the problem of conditional branches in pipeline mode. The name of the op-
erations contains their type and a number, e.g. -2 means the second subtraction.
Assuming that every real operation except multiplication takes one time step, and
multiplication takes three2, the minimal latency of the system equals L = 7 time
steps. For the sake of simplicity we use ALUs capable of executing all the opera-
tions in the example.
Without pipeline operation (R = 7) the operations *1 and +1 are compat-
ible, i.e. they can share the same resource—irrespective of the scheduling, since
they are in separate conditional branches. Now consider the pipeline case with
R = 4 and L = 8. A possible scheduling with allocation can be seen in Fig.2. A
vertical track corresponds to an ALU. The operations -1,-2 and +1 conditionally
1Note that scheduling and allocation are separate subsequent tasks in our model. For further
details see [2].
2Multicycle operations are allowed in our model.
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int a,b,c,d;
if (a<1){
b=c*d;
if(a+b>0){
c=a-3;
}
else{
c=b-3;
}
}
else{
b=a+d;
}
forkL_1
*1
<1
forkR_1
+1
init_a
+2
−1
const_1
−2
join_1
init_c init_d
forkL_2
>1
forkR_2
const_0
join_2
const_3
Fig. 1. An example C code and the generated CDFG
share the same ALU. The figure shows a second iteration shadowed. Although
operation +1 and *1 are in different branches of the same conditional, they are
concurrent in time-cycle 7 due to pipelining. (Of course they are still mutually
exclusive within an iteration.)
3. Improved Algorithms
This section presents our new algorithmic results. First an effective method is
described to extract the conditional structure from the input description, then the
so-called CONCHECK algorithm is introduced, which can decide whether two
operations can share the same processor or not. Finally two existing scheduling
algorithms and the allocation procedure will be modified according to the new
concepts.
3.1. Extracting Conditional Information
In order to determine the compatibility of node-pairs with the CONCHECK algo-
rithm (Section 3.2), first the information whether two nodes are executed under
exclusive conditions, i.e. whether they are mutually exclusive in the traditional
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Fig. 2. A possible scheduling for the example with R = 4 and L = 8.
sense, has to be extracted. Formally:
DEFINITION 1 Let  ⊆ V × V be the following symmetric relation between two
operations. EOi  EOj if and only if they are in separate branches of the same
conditional, i.e. they are mutually exclusive within an iteration.
Therefore our aim is to determine the  relation. Similar techniques exist
based on conditional vectors [24] or BDDs [15]. In our method the detection is
achieved by parsing the description file of the CDFG. We are aware of the fact that
structural variance in the input file can cause a different conditional structure of the
same behavior and that there are more advanced representations like HCDG [15]
to avoid this, but this is not the focus of our research.
From a CDFG with n nodes and m conditional branches we create an n × m
table (A) each row of which corresponds to the role of a node in the conditional
branches. The role types are as follows: NOT_MEMBER, LEFT_BRANCH,
RIGHT_BRANCH, FORK, JOIN. More precisely: the element of the j th column
of the i th row (aij ) determines the role of the i th operation (EOi ) in the j th condi-
tional. (In the following we assume that the conditionals are somehow numbered
from 1 to m and there is a one-to-one mapping between the numbers and the cor-
responding fork and join nodes. So we can refer to the forkR_j, forkL_j or join_j
node of the j th conditional branch.) This table encapsulates the whole nested con-
ditional structure and the  relation as the following obvious proposition shows.
PROPOSITION 1 Two nodes EOi and EOj are exactly in the same conditional
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branches if and only if their rows are exactly the same. EOi  EOj if and
only if there is at least one column where their roles are LEFT_BRANCH and
RIGHT_BRANCH, or vice versa.
Table 1. The table encapsulating the conditional structure of the example
Operation Conditional1 Conditional2
<1 NOT_MEMBER NOT_MEMBER
forkR_1 FORK NOT_MEMBER
+1 RIGHT_BRANCH NOT_MEMBER
forkL_1 FORK NOT_MEMBER
*1 LEFT_BRANCH NOT_MEMBER
+2 LEFT_BRANCH NOT_MEMBER
>1 LEFT_BRANCH NOT_MEMBER
forkR_2 LEFT_BRANCH FORK
-2 LEFT_BRANCH RIGHT_BRANCH
forkL_2 LEFT_BRANCH FORK
-1 LEFT_BRANCH LEFT_BRANCH
join_2 LEFT_BRANCH JOIN
join_1 JOIN NOT_MEMBER
Table 1 contains the conditional information of the previous example. How-
ever, it is not straightforward to fill in this table, since the information in each row
may depend on other ones.
Important to note that the row of an operation can only depend on the rows
of its predecessors, but not on the successors’ rows. Therefore one should first sort
the nodes of the CDFG in topological order, i.e. EO1 ≺ EO2 ≺ . . . ≺ EOn, so
that for each edge (EOi , EOj ) i < j holds3. Parsing the nodes in this order all the
information needed to fill in the row of the next node is already available. Based
on the following proposition an effective algorithm can be given for the extraction
of conditional information.
PROPOSITION 2 The ordinary node (neither fork nor join) x is member of the j -
th conditional branch if and only if one of its predecessors is member (RIGHT_
BRANCH, LEFT_BRANCH or FORK) of the j -th conditional branch.
REMARK 1 It is possible for node x to have predecessors that are members of
the j th conditional as well as predecessors that are not. The previous proposition
states that in this case x is a member of the j -th conditional. See e.g. the -2 node of
3More precisely we should write that there is a permutation π of the set {1,2,. . . ,n} so that
EOπ(1), EOπ(2), . . . , EOπ(n) is a topological order. For the sake of simplicity we assume that the
original numbering is a topological order.
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the example of Fig. 1: this node has three predecessors, one of which (forkR_2)
is member of the second conditional branch, others are not. Node -2 should be
declared as a member of the second conditional.
Proof of the proposition. Since x needs the result of an operation in the j th con-
ditional branch, this result will only be produced provided the condition for this
conditional branch is evaluated as true. Hence the execution of x also depends on
the condition of the j th branch, so x is a member of this conditional branch. The
other direction of the proof is obvious. 
This proposition implies an algorithm to fill in the table. The input nodes are
not members in any of the conditional branches. The following recursive definition
of aij can be obtained.
aij :=


LEFT_MEMBER, if ∃k : (EOk, EOi ) ∈ E and
(ak, j = LEFT_MEMBER or ak, j = f orkL_ j)
RIGHT_MEMBER, if ∃k : (EOk, EOi ) ∈ E and
(ak, j = RIGHT_MEMBER or ak, j = f orkR_ j)
JOIN, if EOi = join_ j
FORK, if EOi = f orkL_ j or EOi = f orkR_ j
NOT_MEMBER, otherwise.
(1)
Parsing the input graph in topological order, table A can be easily filled in using
the above rule.
The complexity of the algorithm is linear in the size of the CDFG, i.e.O(n+
|E |), since sorting the nodes in topological order of a DAG takes linear time and
determining the value of aij according to Eq. (1) takes in-degree of EOi time, that
is altogether also linear time,4.
The hierarchy of the conditional branches can also be detected easily using
this table.
3.2. The CONCHECK Algorithm
To exploit the resource sharing possibilities of conditional branches even in pipeline
processing an algorithm should be given that decides whether two scheduled opera-
tions are compatible or concurrent, i.e. they can be allocated to the same processor
or not. (We examine only operation pairs mapped to the same processor type.)
This algorithm is called CONCHECK. This is the improved and simplified version
of the CONCHECK algorithm presented in [2]. It is important that CONCHECK
works without assuming anything about the branch probabilities. In the following
we outline the basic concepts of CONCHECK.
4A CDFG generally has only few edges, |E | = O(n), hence O(n + |E |) = O(n).
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3.2.1. Without Conditional Branches
Assume two operations EO1 and EO2 that occupy their processing units in the
closed intervals [s1, e1], [s2, e2], respectively. If there is no pipelining (R = L),
the two operations are concurrent if and only if the intervals [s1, e1] and [s2, e2]
intersect. The possible arrangement of the intervals can be seen in Fig.3(a). It
is easy to see that the necessary and sufficient condition for the intersection is the
following:
s1 < e2 and s2 < e1 (2)
s2
e2
s1
e1
s1
e1
e1
s1
s1
e1
(a) The intersection of two inter-
vals within the same iteration
3R
2R
R
0
s1
e1 s1
e1 s1
e1
s2
e2
(b) The intersection of two inter-
vals between iterations
Fig. 3. Some possible positions of intersecting intervals (left) and intersecting intervals
modulo R (right)
If pipeline processing is allowed, these intervals should intersect modulo R.
This means that e.g. interval [s1, e1] can be shifted by a multiple of R so that the
two intervals intersect. Fig. 3(b) illustrates such situations. This can be expressed
as:
∃k ∈ Z : s1 − k · R < e2 and s2 < e1 − k · R (3)
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The previous equation simplifies as (since R is a positive integer):
∃k ∈ Z : e1 − s2
R
> k >
s1 − e2
R
(4)
Our goal is to eliminate k. Eq. (4) holds if and only if the largest integer strictly
smaller than e1−s2R still greater than
s1−e2
R is. The use of the · operation almost
solves the problem with one exception: if e1−s2R is by chance an integer, e1−s2R 
returns the same number and not the largest integer strictly smaller than that. The
desired behaviour can be achieved with the use of the floor operation and a small
trick: we subtract a sufficiently small number, 1R+1 from
e1−s2
R . If
e1−s2
R is non-
integer, it will have the same integer part after subtraction as before. If it is integer,
the subtraction will decrease the integer part by one. To sum up, the operations are
concurrent if and only if the following equation holds:
⌊
e1 − s2
R
− 1
R + 1
⌋
>
s1 − e2
R
(5)
It is possible that more than one k values satisfy (3) (e.g. if one of the operations
lasts at least R, then surely), but this will not cause any problem, this case need not
to be handled specially5; for us it is only relevant that at least one such k exists.
3.2.2. With Conditional Branches
The situation is slightly different if the two operations are in separate branches of
the same conditional, i.e. if EO1  EO2. If there is no pipeline processing, then
the two operations are always compatible; this is the traditional mutual exclusivity
principle. However, with pipeline processing they are concurrent if the two inter-
vals intersect modulo R but they do not intersect within the same iteration. This
is because the two operations cannot be executed at the same time in the same it-
eration; the only way to operate simultaneously is between iterations, hence k, the
difference of the iterations of EO1 and EO2, cannot be zero. To be precise, the
previous condition of Eq. (4) is applicable with a small exception:
∃k ∈ Z, k 	= 0 : e1 − s2
R
> k >
s1 − e2
R
(6)
5If e.g. e1 ≥ s1 + R then the two operations are surely concurrent. It can be derived from (4) as
well: e1−s2R ≥ s1−s2R + 1 >
⌈
s1−s2
R
⌉
≥ s1−s2R > s1−e2R , hence k :=
⌈
s1−s2
R
⌉
proves that they are
indeed concurrent.
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We eliminate k the same way as before, but the case when k = 0 is the only
solution that should be forbidden.⌊
e1 − s2
R
− 1
R + 1
⌋
>
s1 − e2
R
(7)
and⌊
e1 − s2
R
− 1
R + 1
⌋
= 0 ⇒ s1 − e2
R
< −1 (8)
Eq. (8) ensures that if k = 0, then Eq. (6) does not have a solution.
The flowchart of the new CONCHECK algorithm incorporating both the con-
ditional and the non-conditional cases is illustrated in Fig.4.
A := s1−e2R
A ≥ B y
n
B :=
⌊
e1−s2
R − 1R+1
⌋
e2 Re1 s2s1
concurrent compatible
y
n
B = 0
A ≥ −1
AND
AND
EO1  EO2
Fig. 4. The CONCHECK algorithm
3.2.3. Multiplied Operations
To achieve the desired throughput given by R, some operations need to be multi-
plied in several copies (see the restart algorithm in Section 2 and in [2]).
CONCHECK is able to handle multiple copies of operations as well. The orig-
inal CONCHECK algorithm given in [2] also handles multiplied operations, but
needs additional examination to achieve this. Our CONCHECK algorithm, on the
other hand, already incorporates the case of multiple operations and needs no fur-
ther questions to decide the compatibility in this special case.
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Table 2. The benchmark problems
Name (size) Conditions Description
Nr. Depth
example1 (23) 7 2 Simple benchmark v1.
jian (28) 4 2 The benchmark of [15]
example2 (29) 9 2 Simple benchmark v2.
quad (36) 3 2 Quadratic equation solver
concheck1 (38) 6 2 The CONCHECK alg. v1.
concheck2 (51) 8 4 The CONCHECK alg. v2.
det (80) 4 2 Calculates a determinant
idea (230) 2 1 IDEA cryptographic alg.
3.3. New Scheduling Algorithms
PIPE contains two scheduling heuristics: a genetic scheduler and a force-directed
scheduler. The user can decide which scheduler to use.
The aim of scheduling is to find a good candidate for the allocation, that is to
select a schedule for which allocation finds a low-resource solution. Since alloca-
tion itself is anNP-hard problem [19], it is too expensive to evaluate each schedule
with that, hence another objective function for scheduling has to be chosen.
The genetic scheduler tries to find a schedule with a maximum number of
compatible pairs.
To extend the genetic scheduler to effectively handle conditional branches is
simply to calculate the number of compatible node pairs according to the
CONCHECK algorithm. (Previously the information of conditional branches was
completely ignored.)
The force-directed scheduler aims at finding a schedule for which the re-
source load at each time step is the most uniform possible. The resource load in a
time step is summed up by the resource needs of each operation. This is calculated
in a probabilistic way: each operation occupies every time step of its mobility do-
main with the same probability and the resource usage is this probability multiplied
with the full resource-need of this operation.
Due to conditional branches this calculation should be modified in such a
way, that instead of the sum of the resource-need of compatible node pairs sched-
uled to the same time the maximum should be considered. The resource-need of
an operation can be further on evaluated in a probabilistic way. To build this maxi-
mum properly, the tree representing the conditional hierarchy of the CDFG should
be traversed with a depth-first search.
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3.4. Allocation
The allocation module uses a first-fit allocation heuristics. The nodes are consid-
ered in some heuristic order and each node is allocated into the first free processor
(note that the starting time of the node is already known) able to execute this oper-
ation. If none of the processors is free, a new processor instance is created.
Note that without conditional branches two operations scheduled to the same
time must always use two separate processors. Compatible operations in separate
branches of the same conditional that are scheduled to the same time are allowed to
share the same processor. The calculation of free processors has been modified ac-
cordingly. As a result, allocation employs this information to find a lower resource
utilization.
4. Experimental Results
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Fig. 5. The detailed results of the ‘det 48,[3-48]’ example
Since we could not find any paper reporting test results on exactly the same
problem as ours (time-constrained model, control-intensive behavior, functional
pipelining), we compared our improved algorithms to the previous version of PIPE.
Altogether four versions of PIPE were tested, the previous versions are called Fd
and Gen, corresponding to the type of the scheduler (force-directed or genetic) and
the improved versions are called Fd-new and Gen-new, respectively.
The list of benchmark problems can be found in Table 2. Note that the last
benchmark is significantly larger than the usual benchmarks in the literature, what
justifies our methods on big examples. Although it has only one conditional, this
conditional reaches across the whole problem, hence the resource-sharing becomes
vital in this example. On each benchmark we ran a complete scan of tests: we fixed
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Table 3. The reduction with the new algorithms in the number of required ALUs
Name L ,[R range] Reduction ReductionFd new vs. Fd Gen new vs. Gen
example1 18,[3-18] 32.9% 38.6%
jian 24,[3-24] 9.3% 15.6%
example2 18,[3-18] 30.9% 37.5%
quad 72,[3-30] 20.6% 29.6%
quad 72,[30-70] 33.7% 35.6%
concheck1 33,[3-33] 17.7% 13.4%
concheck2 61,[3-30] 9.4% 17.6%
concheck2 61,[30-61] 15.7% 24.5%
det 48,[3-48] 54.5% 61.3%
idea 300,[11-30] 19.8% 35.3%
idea 300,[30-100] 28.6% 34.0%
idea 300,[100-300] 34.9% 40.9%
the latency of the benchmark to a concrete value and varied the restart time between
3 clock cycles and the latency. We refer to a test case in the form: ‘test_name
L_value,[R range]’, for example ‘det 48,[3–48]’ means, that the ‘det’ benchmark
has latency 48 and the restart time varied between 3 and 48. If this range was
very large, we divided the range into several pieces, since we expected different
behavior with smaller and with larger R values. To make the evaluation easier we
assumed that only one resource type, ALU was available, that is able to execute all
the operations. In all benchmarks the comparator operations (<,>,==, etc.) require
2 clock cycles, the addition and subtraction 4 clock cycles and multiplication and
division 8 clock cycles. The tests ran on 7 different PCs equipped with SuSE Linux
and 500MHz-1GHz processors.
The detailed results for a selected benchmark can be seen in Fig. 5. The
four functions indicate the required number of processing units of each algorithm
for various restart time values. One can clearly see, that the improved algorithms
perform significantly better than the previous ones, especially at higher R values.
It would be infeasible to show all the details for all test cases, hence a sum-
mary is given in Table 3. For each benchmark the average reduction to the previous
version of the algorithm in the number of required ALUs is presented. The average
is taken over the different restart time values of the given range. As we expected
the new algorithms could reduce significantly the required number of processors.
If R is not much lower than L (see e.g. the idea or the quad benchmark), the new
algorithms work especially effectively. The reason is that if R is very low, it is
nearly impossible to share a processing unit regardless of the conditional branches,
but if R is high enough, our resource-sharing mechanism starts working.
The average execution times of the algorithms can be studied in Table 4.
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Table 4. The average execution times of the different algorithms in each benchmark
Name L ,[R range] Fd Gen Fd Gennew new
example4 18,[3-18] 2.8 s 5.8 s 13.4 s 12.6 s
jian 24 [3-24] 2.5 s 5.6 s 11.7 s 13.0 s
example5 18,[3-18] 5.8 s 14.8 s 24.5 s 25.5 s
quad 72,[3-30] 55.1 s 73.9 s 43.2 s 48.8 s
quad 72,[30-70] 83.1 s 140.8 s 42.4 s 51.0 s
concheck1 33,[3-33] 12.2 s 27.6 s 48.6 s 50.8 s
concheck2 61,[3-30] 35.4 s 62.6 s 43.4 s 48.1 s
concheck2 61,[30-61] 43.6 s 171.0 s 40.8 s 45.1 s
det 48,[3-48] 41.0 s 89.2 s 283.6 s 249.6 s
idea 300,[11-30] 45.5 m 31.1 m 21.4 m 26.7 m
idea 300,[30-100] 26.9 m 56.9 m 44.8 m 57.1 m
idea 300,[100-300] 41.0 m 36.3 m 38.0 m 48.2 m
One can see that the new algorithms usually generate some overhead according to
the more complex calculation but it is not very significant since every algorithm
finishes within a couple of minutes in the small tests and within an hour in the
large idea benchmark.
Unfortunately the execution times are very rhapsodic in every version of the
algorithm, which is worth some explanation: The execution time of the force-
directed scheduler heavily depends both on the number of operations and the size of
the mobility domain of the operations. The mobility of an operation is continuously
changing during scheduling, which also depends on the algorithm itself. The old
and the new force-directed scheduling algorithm might result in different mobility
domains, which can cause both shorter and longer execution times. The running
time of the genetic scheduler is determined by its termination condition: on the one
hand, the number of iterations is bound by a minimum and a maximum value and,
on the other hand, the algorithm also stops if the population has not been improved
in the last 30% of the iterations. This important second termination condition is
responsible for the fluctuation of the running times.
5. Conclusion
This paper deals with control-intensive, pipelined high-level synthesis problems
with time constraints. It gives a simple algorithm for the detection of compatibility
of operations, which can be regarded as the generalization of mutual exclusivity
of conditional branches in non-pipeline processing. The two schedulers and the
allocation module in the HLS tool PIPE working in the time-constrained model has
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been extended accordingly and a new module extracting the conditional hierarchy
has been added. The experimental results demonstrated that the new methodology
could reduce the required number of processing units in control-flow-dominated
problem instances significantly.
Our future research includes the analysis of inter-iteration-dependent loops
containing conditional branches and working in functional pipelining.
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